Cut an A3 card lengthwise through the centre, then trim .6cm from the width (= 41.4cm), & .1cm off the height (= 14.7cm). The finished card measures 14.6cm tall & 13.7cm wide.

It is important that you do all of your marking out & scoring on the back of your piece of card, as that is how I designed the diagram, otherwise your steps will be in the wrong place!

Tip!

Cut an A3 card lengthwise through the centre, then trim .6cm from the width (= 41.4cm), & .1cm off the height (= 14.7cm). The finished card measures 14.6cm tall & 13.7cm wide.

It is important that you do all of your marking out & scoring on the back of your piece of card, as that is how I designed the diagram, otherwise your steps will be in the wrong place!

Tip!

At the 23cm mark I moved my ruler & lined up the 23cm mark with the 3cm measurement on the ruler, & then carried on. So the ensuing measurements would then become:

(27.6) 7.6cm; (32.2) 12.2cm; (36.8) 16.8cm & (41.4) 21.4cm.